accessories
traffic wand
features
Attach our bright orange wand to the 4AA eLED CPO, 4AA Xenon, Nitex, 3AA, 2AA
or Super Q eLED bezel for a traffic directing solution. It is lightweight and bright,
providing an effective method for emergency signaling in any condition. Our wand
is also unique in that it renders a red filtered beam from an opening at the top, allowing you maximum precision when directing traffic.
Traffic Wand Dimensions: 7.6 (19,3) x 1.63 (4,1) in (cm)

part #

14877- Traffic Wand (Fits 4AA & NITEX Only) - Does not include flashlight
14884- Traffic Wand (Fits 2AA, 3AA CPO, 4AA CPO & 4AA Zoom Only) - Does not include flashlight

belt pouch
features
This nylon belt pouch is perfect for keeping the 4AA or 3AA light ready
on your belt. Rip open flap gives easy access and seamed edges
ensure long lasting quality.
Fits all 4AA and 3AA model flashlights

part #

14816- Nylon Belt Pouch

right angle kit
features
Enables hands-free lighting when clipped to clothing with nylon pocket clip
or snap clip. Also allows light beam to be directed at work area when light
is laid down on a nearby work surface. Fits 4AA Xenon and Zoom lights.

part #

14845- Right Angle Head Kit

metal pocket clip
features
Tough Stainless Steel pocket clip attaches to any 4AA
or 3AA work light.

part #
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helmet clips
universal

helmet clip

features
Attach a high intensity 4AA, 3AA or 2AA light to any hard hat or
fire helmet for hands-free illumination.
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part #

14819- Universal Helmet Clip

stainless steel

helmet clip

features
Perfect for fire helmets and other wide brim safety
helmets, this stainless steel clip holds the 4AA, 3AA or
2AA light at any angle for hands-free illumination.
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part #

14818- Stainless Steel Adjustable Helmet Clip, 4AA/3AA/2AA

rylee

®

helmet clip

features
Using this clip, the versatile 4AA, 3AA or 2AA lights can be attached above or below the brim of any American classic style
wide brim fire helmet for hands-free lighting.
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part #

14851- Rylee Clip

nitex pro

helmet clip

NEW

features
The Nitex Pro helmet clip can be attached to American classic or narrow brim fire helmets as well as hard hats for hands-free illumination.
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hand-held light

part #

12842- Nitex Pro GFN Traditional Helmet Clip
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